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ABSTRACT
Biomedical﻿ intelligence﻿provides﻿a﻿predictive﻿mechanism﻿for﻿ the﻿automatic﻿diagnosis﻿of﻿diseases﻿
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INTRoDUCTIoN
At﻿present,﻿biomedical﻿intelligence﻿for﻿clinical﻿data﻿analysis﻿is﻿readily﻿used﻿for﻿health﻿informatics﻿
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approaches﻿ are﻿ applied.﻿ Hence﻿ well-defined﻿ and﻿ comprehensive﻿ objective﻿ approaches﻿ are﻿ being﻿
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motivated﻿in﻿the﻿research﻿to﻿achieve﻿high﻿accuracy,﻿specifically﻿a﻿high﻿sensitivity﻿in﻿their﻿resulting﻿
models﻿ of﻿ identification.﻿ Several﻿ psychophysiological﻿ metrics﻿ such﻿ as﻿ eye﻿ movement﻿ data,﻿
electroencephalography﻿ (EEG),﻿ Electromyography﻿ (EMG),﻿ Magnetic﻿ Ray﻿ Imaging﻿ (MRI),﻿ and﻿
Functional﻿Magnetic﻿Ray﻿Imaging﻿(fMRI)﻿have﻿been﻿used﻿in﻿ADHD﻿identification﻿process﻿(De﻿Silva﻿
et﻿al.,﻿2019b;﻿Kaur﻿et﻿al.,﻿2018;﻿Siuly﻿&﻿Zhang,﻿2016).






































(SBC)﻿ method﻿ particularly﻿ incorporates﻿ defining﻿ the﻿ functional﻿ connectivity﻿ of﻿ the﻿ brain.﻿ The﻿
functional﻿ connectivity﻿ is﻿ further﻿ known﻿ as﻿ the﻿ temporal﻿ activity﻿ in﻿ brain﻿ dynamics.﻿ Moreover,﻿
blood-oxygen-level-dependent﻿imaging﻿(BOLD),﻿is﻿a﻿method﻿used﻿in﻿fMRI﻿to﻿identify﻿the﻿active﻿brain﻿
regions.﻿As﻿fMRI﻿is﻿generated﻿by﻿BOLD﻿signals,﻿the﻿time﻿series﻿can﻿be﻿generated﻿for﻿those﻿signals.﻿
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Table 1. Related work in learning models
Technique  
Related work 
SVM ELM BN DBN FCC 
ANN
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Figure 1. System overview of ADHD-Care_v2
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new ﻿refers﻿to﻿the﻿corrected﻿slice﻿time﻿at﻿time﻿t,﻿ ∆ ﻿refers﻿to﻿the﻿change﻿of﻿the﻿
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the﻿entire﻿dataset.﻿Noise﻿reduction,﻿extraction﻿and﻿the﻿segmentation﻿of﻿the﻿brain,﻿correction﻿of﻿bias﻿
have﻿ also﻿ performed﻿ on﻿ fMRI﻿ brain﻿ images﻿ under﻿ image﻿ normalization.﻿ Various﻿ tissue﻿ sections﻿
were﻿sectioned﻿for﻿segmentation﻿and﻿the﻿varying﻿intensity﻿dissimilarities﻿were﻿removed﻿under﻿bias﻿

















Figure 2. Pre-processed fMRI Echo Planar Images (EPI)
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Figure 3. Seed -based correlation of PCC region
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Figure 4. Data augmentation techniques applied
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Figure 5. Convolutional neural network architecture
Figure 6. Convolutional neural network modular architecture
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The﻿ metrics﻿ of﻿ the﻿ effectiveness﻿ of﻿ each﻿ of﻿ the﻿ process﻿ combinations﻿ are﻿ obtained﻿ by﻿ the﻿
classification﻿results﻿generated﻿through﻿the﻿CNN﻿model.﻿Hence﻿to﻿obtain﻿accurate﻿results,﻿33%﻿of﻿
the﻿entire﻿dataset﻿for﻿each﻿of﻿these﻿categories﻿was﻿randomly﻿chosen﻿as﻿testing﻿data﻿for﻿each﻿iteration.﻿
The﻿ evaluation﻿metrics﻿were﻿ selected﻿ as﻿ accuracy,﻿ specificity,﻿ and﻿ sensitivity.﻿The﻿ accuracy﻿was﻿
measured﻿with﻿the﻿test﻿set﻿separated﻿earlier﻿supported﻿by﻿the﻿validation﻿set﻿during﻿the﻿training﻿period.﻿
Sensitivity﻿and﻿specificity﻿are﻿two﻿important﻿measures﻿in﻿medical﻿applications.﻿The﻿sensitivity﻿also﻿
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Table 2. Processing results for different combinations
Task ID Dataset Processing technique
SPM12 Feature extraction CNN
SBC ReHo fALFF Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
T1 D1 X X - - X 85.36% 66.54% 72.80%
T2 D2 - X - - X 83.40% 66.78% 70.22%
T3 D1 X - X X X 71.79% 63.22% 68.25%
T4 D1 X - X - X 67.30% 54.19% 60.22%
T5 D1 X - - X X 67.17% 55.22% 60.24%
T6 D1 X X X X X 67.12% 61.67% 65.53%
T7 D1 X X X - X 66.75% 61.22% 63.42%
T8 D1 X X - X X 64.75% 57.16% 59.35%
T9 D1 - - - - X 57.30% 49.88% 50.23%
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Analysis of Feature Extraction Process
In﻿order﻿to﻿calculate﻿the﻿correlation﻿between﻿the﻿selected﻿features﻿of﻿fALFF,﻿ReHo,﻿and﻿SBC,﻿statistical﻿
techniques﻿ such﻿as﻿ spatial﻿distribution﻿analysis﻿ (Cortese﻿et﻿al.,﻿2012)﻿and﻿across-subject﻿analysis﻿





Figure 7. Accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of the results
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Where,﻿﻿ x ﻿refers﻿to﻿the﻿mean﻿of﻿the﻿feature﻿value﻿of﻿all﻿brain﻿voxels﻿and﻿ xi ﻿refers﻿to﻿the﻿feature﻿
value﻿for﻿the﻿voxel﻿i.﻿
Since﻿this﻿spatial﻿distribution﻿can﻿introduce﻿a﻿bias﻿generated﻿by﻿the﻿subject﻿variation,﻿another﻿













Result Comparison with Different Classification Algorithms




















Main Contribution of the Study
The﻿key﻿focused﻿areas﻿of﻿this﻿study﻿are﻿fMRI﻿data﻿processing,﻿feature﻿extraction﻿and﻿classification﻿
to﻿have﻿an﻿accurate﻿model﻿for﻿ADHD﻿identification.﻿The﻿study﻿was﻿able﻿to﻿identify﻿optimal﻿data﻿
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Figure 8. Correlation between ReHo, fALFF and SBC features
Table 3. Comparison of results with different learning models





ResNet50﻿(Residual﻿Network) SBC 67.06% 55.12% 68.11%
VGG16﻿(A﻿CNN﻿by﻿Visual﻿Geometry﻿Group,﻿Oxford) SBC 68.13% 56.44% 69.54%
SVM﻿(Support﻿Vector﻿Machine) SBC 67.51% 52.11% 66.48%
CNN﻿with﻿SBC SBC 85.36% 66.54% 72.80%
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Table 4. Comparison of results with related studies



















(Peng﻿et﻿al.,﻿2013) ELM X 84.73
(Mao﻿et﻿al.,﻿2019) 4D﻿CNN X 71.30 73.20 69.70











(Ariyarathne﻿et﻿al.,﻿2020) CNN﻿ PCC 84.84 65.22 71.12
LTJ 85.05 66.31 72.23
RTJ 84.62 64.12 70.85
MPC 85.21 66.41 72.80
Proposed﻿ADHD-Care_v2﻿
model﻿
3D﻿CNN X 85.36 66.54 72.80
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